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INSPIRed 43–4

Unit 3

1	 Complete the text with these phrasal verbs.

checked in    count down    getting on    
got in    looking forward to    picked up    
put down    set off    settle in    took off

Hi, Jackie!

Well, we’ve arrived!

We (1)  set off  from home at six o’clock yesterday 

morning. We had already (2)      online, 

so we had no trouble (3)      the plane. 

The flight (4)      on time and we even 

(5)      on time to New Mexico. Someone 

(6)      us      at the airport, 

and took us to the Spaceport America center, where we 

were able to (7)      before our first space 

dinner. I’m really (8)      this week. We 

(9)      our names      for this 

trip seven years ago and, now, it’s finally happening. In 

three days, we’ll (10)      to zero and I’ll be an 

astronaut! I’ve never been so excited in my life!

Mark

To: Jackie  From: Mark  Subject: arrived!

2	 Add the suffix -sion or -tion to these verbs to make 
nouns, and complete the sentences. Use your 
dictionary to help you check the spelling.

admit    compete    conclude    explode    
imagine    permit    prepare    prescribe

1	 In  conclusion , I would just like to say …

2	 You need a doctor’s      to get this 
medicine.

3	 The building was destroyed by a gas     .

4	 You need special      to visit this part of the 
country.

5	      to the museum is free on Mondays.

6	 Organizing a sports event requires a lot of 
careful     .

7	 You need to use a lot of      when writing 
the story for a movie.

8	 There are only a few places left on the course and 
there is a lot of      for them.

Unit 4

1	 Match the verbs 1–8 with the nouns a–h to make 
phrases.

1	 go 	 a	 a backpack

2	 meet	 b	 souvenirs

3	 travel	 c	 a guided tour

4	 stay	 d	 enough time

5	 have	 e	 in a hotel

6	 go on	 f	 overland

7	 pack	 g	 trekking

8	 buy	 h	 interesting people

Now complete the sentences with some of the phrases.

1	 I’d love to  travel overland  to India, but flying is 
much quicker.

2	 I never       . I always try to rent a 
room from a local family.

3	 If I       , I’ll spend a month in 
Australia next year.

4	 I always        when I visit somewhere 
for the first time. It gives a good idea of what the 
place is like.

5	 I never       . My photographs are my 
memories of a place.

6	 I always        not a suitcase. They’re 
easier to carry.

2	 Add the prefix anti- or non-  to these words, and 
complete the sentences.

freeze    hero    member    social    stop    war

1	 There is a lot of  anti-social  behavior and 
vandalism in this area.

2	 An       is a character in a story who 
does not have the good qualities a hero usually has.

3	 In very cold weather, you should put       
in your car radiator.

4	 This club is also open to      .

5	 The flight from Los Angeles to Sydney is 
now      .

6	 The       protestors marched towards 
the main square peacefully.




